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Walsh, Jill Paton, with DLS, *Thrones, Dominations* (Dale), 16:102.


Ware, Jim, *Finding God in The Hobbit* (C. Mitchell), 24:122.


Williams, Donald T., *Deeper Magic: The Theology Behind the Writings of CSL* (Latta), 34: online, 9.


____, *Stars Through the Clouds* [poems] (Notes, Baker et al), 28:120.


Yamaguchi, Miho, *GMacD’s Theology of the Atonement* (Hein), 26:96


Zettersten, Arne, *JRR’T’s Double Worlds and Creative Process* (Rateliff), 29:120.

Bordighera, Italy (home of GMacD) (news, Reynolds), 12:2.

Brabazon, James, obituary (Reynolds), 25:8.

Byron, Anne Isabella, Lady, and GMacD (W.L. Howard), 32:29-46

C.S. Lewis and the Inklings Society, see Lewis, C. S., and the Inklings Society

Caldecott, Stratford, obituary (Zaleski), 31:6
Cambridge, University of, CSL as tutor at (McAlindon), 27:33.
Canterbury Festival Plays, and CW (Dixon), 5:35; (rev. Reynolds), 9:138
Carlyle, Thomas, novels of in relation to GMacD (Robb), 24:13
Carpenter, Humphrey, obituary (Hanson), 22:5.
Castration, as theme in CSL’s *Till We Have Faces* (Shumway), 30:93.
Celtic peoples, in JRRT (Ryan), 9:57.
Chanson de Roland, La (anonymous medieval poem), translating (Sayers), 1:85.
Charles Williams Society, see Williams, Charles, Society.


**Chesterton, G.K.,**
Art of (rev. Hargis), 8:107;
Bibliography of (rev. d’Haussy), 3:131;
Catholicism of (rev. D. Mills), 16:95; conversion to (rev. Noll), 23:100;
Commonplace in (Hein), 13:13;
Critical studies of (rev. Coates), 9:129;
Edwardianism in (rev. Mackey), 8:105;
Essays on, by Schall, 2000 (rev. Strait), 18:93; by Schall, 2017 (rev. Monahan), 34: online, 9;
Evil, view of (rev. Schwartz), 23:95;
Exposition of, by Peters (rev. Mackey), 12:111;
Fiction of, as science fiction (rev. Peterson), 25:93;
Holiness of, papers from conference about (rev. Mackey), 28:98;
Hope in work of (rev. Schwartz), 30:105;
Jews, in life and works of (rev. Schwartz), 34: online, 1-8
Journalism of (rev. Moore), 31:112;
Journalistic essence of (I. Boyd), 1:28;
Key as symbol in (d’Haussy), 4:38;
MacDonald, George, as seen by (Gabelman), 28:27, (Gabelman), 28: online.
Magazine about (news, Ahlquist), 14:11.
Modernity in (rev. I. Boyd), 5:114;
Mysticism of (rev. Weber), 31:109;
Myth in (Hetzler), 3:72; (Hein), 13:13;
Paradox in (Hein), 13:13;
Philosophical position of (rev. Strait), 18:93;
Science fiction, his influence on (rev. Peterson), 25:93;
Social criticism of (Gill), 23:11;
Social reform in his fiction (Conlon), 9:29;
“Secret” of (Waszek), 7:21;
Smith, Adam, and (Waszek), 7:21;
Studies of, a survey of (Sayer), 2:3;
Tolkien, influence of GKC upon (Egan), 4:45;
Theology in works of, studies of (rev. Wood), 27:85;
Work of, introduction to by Belmonte (rev. Peterson), 28:100
WORKS:
“Christmas and Sport,” introduction to (Schwartz), 14:93;
The Everlasting Man (J. Sullivan), 2:57;
The Flying Inn (Coates), 8:25;
“George Macdonald,” introduction to (Gabelman), 28: online.
“George Macdonald and His Work,” introduction to (Gabelman), 28: online.
The Man Who Was Thursday, evidence for God in (Raubicheck), 31:95;
Peterson), 11:99;
Twelve Types (P. Mitchell), 31:63;
Varied Types (P. Mitchell), 31:63.


Chesterton, G.K., Library (formerly, Study Centre), (news, Mackey), 11:14, 12:9; moves to Oxford
(news, Mackey), 13:5; GKC Institute for Faith & Culture (news, Caldecott), 21:5.

Chesterton Review, 20th anniversary of (news, I. Boyd), 11:12.

Christian doctrine, DLS’s projected popular book on (Watson), 14:17.


Christmas, CW’s novel of (Huttar), 4:68; and sport (Chesterton), 14:94; sermon for (Lewis), 34:47.


The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe (film), (unattrib., news), 23:6

City, the modern, in T S. Eliot and CW (Keesee), 9:47.

Coghill, Nevill, letter of CSL to, in Old English (Musacchio), 32:18

Commonplace, the, in GKC (Hein), 13:13.

Creation, depicted by CSL (Huttar), 34:11.

Creativity and calling, in CSL and DLS (Glyer), 21:31.

Cricket, DLS on (A. Lewis), 10:127.


Dante Alighieri, Beatrice (character), poem on (Barfield), 9:15; and DLS (Loades), 10:97; 50th anniversary of DLS’s translation of the *Commedia* (Reynolds), 16:3, DLS and Maud Bodkin on (Manganiello), 17:79; essays about (rev. D. Williams), 19:114; influence on CW and GMacD (Johnson), 26:17; influence on GMacD’s *At the Back of the North Wind*, (Pazdziora and Richards), 29:63.

Davidman-Lewis, Joy (wife of CSL), biography of, by Dorsett (rev. Sayer), 7:135; by Santamaria (rev. Lazo), 32: online; love poetry of, and CSL (D. King), 22:61; bibliography of (D. King), 23:69; letters of, ed. King (rev. Van Leeuwen), 27:109; sonnets to CSL (King); 29:79; *A Naked Tree: Love Sonnets to C.S. Lewis*, ed. King (rev. Lazo), 32: online.

Dean, Christopher, obituary 29:1.

Death (Barfield), 25:48.

Didacticism, in CSL’s Narnia books (Tankard), 24:65.


Dorothy L. Sayers Society, see: Sayers, Dorothy L., Society.

Downing, Drs. David and Crystal, appointed as directors of Wade Center (unattributed), 34:7.

Drama, Christian (Sayers), 2:84.

Dreams, in GMacD (Holbrook), 4:27; response to (Triggs), 5:26; reply to Triggs (Holbrook), 5:34.

Dunbar of Hempriggs, Lady, obituary (M. Ward), 14:5.

Eagles in JRRT and Chaucer (Hawkins), 23:59.


Edwards, Bruce L., obituary (Root), 32:15-17.

Eliot, T.S., influence on CW (Keesee), 9:47; *Murder in the Cathedral* and DLS (Siebald), 10:107; CW’s influence on (Bray), 14:59; cats in the poetry of (D. King), 18:25; work on *The Revised Psalter*, with CSL (Musacchio), 22:45.


Eros in CW (J. Simmons), 21:83.

Esperanto and JRRT (Smith and Wynne), 17:27.

Every, George, obituary (Horne), 20:7.


Faery, in GMacD (Lochhead), 3:63.

Fantasy and Transfiguration in GMacD (Pridmore), 20:49.


Feinendegen, Norbert, “Contemplating C.S. Lewis’s Epistemology” (Seven, v. 24), responses to (Thorson), 25:61; (Starr), 25:81.

Feminine and feminism, in DLS (Loades), 10:97, (rev. C. Downing), 24:87; in CSL’s ‘Cosmic Trilogy’ (Hilder), 19:77.

Fleming, Anthony (son of DLS), DLS’s correspondence with (Thurmer), 16:73.


G.K. Chesterton Library /Study Centre, see Chesterton, G. K., Library.


Germany, Inklings study in, (news, Moynihan) 6:2; (news, Dean), 9:11.

Gilbert! [magazine of the American Chesterton Society] (news, Ahlquist), 14:11.

Grail, the, and CW (rev. Topolewski), 32: online; in the work of CW, CSL on (Park), 33:18.


Gresham, David, obituary (Santamaria), 32:11.

Grief, CSL’s thoughts on (Hooper), 30:51.

Hadfield, Alice Mary, obituary (Horne), 11:5.


History, OB’s theory of (Hipolito), 34:109.

Hogg, James, and GMacD (Raeper), 11:63.
Holbrook, David, “GMacD and Dreams of the Other World” (*Seven*, v. 4), response to (Triggs), 5:26.

Hone, Ralph E., obituary (Reynolds), 16:7.

Hooper, Walter, presented with honorary doctorate (news, Heck), 24:7; receives award from Wade Center (Editorial, Mead), 26:1.

Hubris, in CSL’s *Till We Have Faces* (Schrock), 25:13.


Humour in work of JRRT (rev. Monahan), 34: online, 9.

Incarnationalism, in poetry of CW (Andriote), 6:73; in DLS (Thurmer), 10:77.

Individualism, CW on (Avery), 32:69


Intellectual freedom, and DLS (Reynolds), 19:17.

Internet, *Seven* authors on the (Dawson), 14:97.

Ireland and CSL (rev. Root), 17:102.

Jaeger, Muriel, friendship with DLS (Reynolds), 17:47.

Jews, and GKC (rev. Schwartz), 34: online, 1.

Japan, A scholar of CSL in (Milward), 11:89.

Key as a symbol in GKC (d’Haussy), 4:38.


Kilby, Clyde S., tribute to (D. Mitchell), 1:6; birthday greeting to (Bechtal), 4:1; obituary (Batson), 8:5; *Tolkien and The Silmarillion*, unpublished chapter, with introduction (Kilby), 20:91; “Woodland Prisoner,” on Tolkien (Rateliff), 27:45.


Knowledge, in CSL (Thorson), 9:91.


Lambourne, Norah, friendship with DLS (Dean), 23:47.
Language and meaning (C.S. Lewis), 27:25; CSL on (Beebe), 27:7.

Latin, scholarship of CSL (Rupprecht), 18:73; use of in CSL’s *That Hideous Strength* (Fletcher), 26:81.

Lavery, David, obituary (Hipolito), 33: 5-6


Lewis, Albert (father of CSL), CSL and WHL’s reflections upon (Hurd); 32:47

**Lewis, C.S.,**
American literature, criticism of (Knowles), 23:31;
Analogy, use of in theological writings (Palma), 22:89;
Anthology of meditations on selections from (rev. Ford), 28:104.
Apologetics, account of his (rev. Sayer), 3:132; critique of (rev. Talbott), 7:139;
Arts, his attitude to the (rev. L. Ryken), 21:106;
Barfield’s “Evolution of Consciousness,” response to (Thorson), 15:9;
Biography of, by Gresham (rev. G. Anderson), 23:104;
Bolshevism, view of (Starr), 31:31;
Christian witness (rev. Gillispie), 16:98;
Collected works, software edition (rev. Schmidt), 32: online.

Conversion of (rev. A. Cuneo), 19:110; date of (Lazo), 29:51; autobiographical account of (Lazo), 30:5;
Critic of literature, as (Prickett), 32:101;
Education, view of (rev. Loomis), 24:104;
Eliot, T.S., and (Musacchio), 22:45;
Encyclopedia of (rev. P. Ryken), 16:101;
Epistemological thought of (Thorson), 9:91; (Feinendegen), 24:29, response (Thorson), 25:61, reply (Feinendegen), 25:69, reply (Thorson), 25:79; response (Starr), 25:81;
Eschatology in work of CSL (rev. Griffin), 28: 105
Essays about, by Lindskoog (rev. D. Williams), 19:114;
Fiction of, survey of (rev. Sayer), 3:132; metaphor and symbol in (Filmer), 7:61; study of (rev. D. Downing), 12:115;
Gender relations in work of (rev. Bray), 28:101
Geniuses of (rev. Huttar), 18:96;
Goddaughter of (A. and O. Barfield), 27:29;
“Great War” with OB: see under Barfield;
Guide to discussion of works of (rev. D.Williams), 29:112;
Handwriting of (Starr), 33:73; chart illustrating (Starr), 33: online, 1
Heaven, longing for in (rev. McGovern), 26:94
Heaven and hell, view of (rev. Glyer), 24:102
Home, “The Kilns” (news, M. Ward), 13:8; restoration of (news, Gilnett), 19:7;
Index to (rev. Martindale), 13:103;
Introduction to his work (C. Walsh), 2:66;
Ireland and (rev. Root), 17:102;
Knox, Ronald, and (rev. Deavel), 26:92;
Latin letters, account of (Moynihan), 6:7; Italian edition of (rev. Reynolds), 13:104;
Latin scholarship of (Rupprecht), 18:73;
Letters to Arthur Greeves (rev. Barfield), 1:128;
Love poetry of Joy Davidman and Ruth Pitter, and (D. King), 22:61;
Mathematics in (Neuhouser), 13:45;
Medievalism in fiction of (rev. Armstrong), 31:107;
Metaphysical ideas in (rev. Macdonald), 7:140;
Morris, William, and (Boenig), 21:61;
Mysticism in (rev. Myers), 24:105;
Myth in (rev. Bray), 24:94;
Natural Law in (rev. McGraw), 33: online, 3;
Nonfictional prose, rhetoric of (rev. Martindale), 28:107
Old English, letter of CSL in, to Nevill Coghill [1926] (Musacchio), 32:18
Pain and suffering in the work of, and GMacD (rev. Trexler), 25:102;
Philosophical ideas (Nuttall), 5:84; (rev. C. Boyd), 27:104;
Poems, uncollected short (D. King), 15:73;
Poesy of (D. King), 12:79; study of (rev. Baumgaertner), 19:106;
Politics of (Bray), 20:13;
Portrayal of in Shadowlands film (Mead), 11:23;
Psalter, work on revising (Musacchio), 22:45;
Rationalism, thoughts on (Fetherston), 9:87;
Readers’ responses to (rev. Lazo), 18:100;
Sayers, Dorothy L., and, their views on creativity and calling (Glyer), 21:31;
Scientism, attitude to (rev. Reichenbach), 4:14; (rev. Price), 7:117;
Sonnets by Joy Davidman addressed to (King), 29:79;
Spiritual formation of (rev. J. Williams), 22:103;
Studies of, survey of (Sayer), 2:3; guide to (Schakel), 15:113;
Theism, his arguments for (Talbot), 23:81;
Theological study of (rev. Buchanan), 33:101;
Theology of his writings (rev. Latta), 34: online, 9.
Theosophical ideas in CSL and OB (rev. Feinendegen), 24:93
Television documentary about (rev. Como), 18:115;
War service of (Gilchrist), 17:61, 18:47; (rev. Root), 25:96;
Wardrobe image of (M. Ward), 15:55;
WORKS:
The Abolition of Man, study of (rev. M. Ward), 12:112;
The Allegory of Love (Hannay), 7:41;
Boxen, ed. Hooper (rev. Schakel), 9:137;
“A Christmas Sermon for Pagans” (Heck and Marsh), 34:51
‘Cosmic Trilogy,’ a ‘feminine heroic’ in (Hilder), 1977;
The Dark Tower, ed. Hooper, authorship controversy (rev. Reynolds), 18:102;
Dymer (Sayer), 1:94;
“Early Prose Joy” [MS. concerning his conversion to theism] (Lazo), 29:51; introduction to (Lazo), 30:5.
The Great Divorce, as apologue (Joeckel), 27:69;
“Great War” (with OB), edition of documents (rev. Tait). 33:95
A Grief Observed, fiction in (Mussachio), 8:73; a study of (Hooper), 30:51.
“Language and Human Nature” [manuscript fragment] (Beebe), 27:7;
Letter in Old English to Nevill Coghill (Musacchio), 32:18
Letter (unpublished) re CW and the Grail, to Dabney Park (Park), 33:18;
Letters to Children, ed. Dorsett and Mead (rev. Root), 8:110;
Letters to Malcolm, a lost chapter of (Feinendegen), 34:75;
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, 50th anniversary of (Manlove), 17:19; film of (unattrib., news),
“The Man Born Blind,” see “Light”;
Mere Christianity (Noll), 19:31;
“Modern Theology and Biblical Criticism” [essay], background to (Heck), 31: online;
“The Moral Good” [unpublished lectures] (Starr), 31:31;
“Mythonomy” [fragments] (Starr), 31:31;
“On Bolshevism” (Starr), 31:31;
Perelandra, D. Swann’s opera of (Phemister), 13:65; see also under Perelandra (opera);
“Quest of Bleheris” (D. Downing), 15:37;
“Le Roi s’Amuse” (poem), (Huttar), 34: 11;
The Screwtape Letters, as apologue (Joeckel), 27:69;
The Silver Chair, epistemology in (Chapa), 33:57;
Till We Have Faces, epistemology of (Schakel), 4:84; expiation in (Macky), 7:77; reason and imagination in (rev. Sayer), 7:135; classical literature in (Myers), 19:63; guide to (rev. Schakel), 22:104; hubris in (Schrock), 25:13; influence of Stoicism upon (D. Sullivan), 26:40; gender in (Shumway), 30:93; imagination and faith in (Tixier), 33:23.
That Hideous Strength, use of Latin in (Fletcher), 26:81.
They Stand Together (rev. Barfield), 1:128.
Lewis, C.S., Society of New York, 40th anniversary (news, Trexler), 26:11.
Lindskoog, Kathryn, obituary (Logsdon), 20:8.
Linguistic philosophy, OB’s, influence on JRRT (Medcalf), 16:31.
Literary criticism, CSL on (Prickett), 32:101.
Liturgy of the Anglican Church (Sayers), 12:31, Anglican response to Sayers (Buchanan), 13:84, Presbyterian response to Sayers (Noll), 13:91; response (Thurmer), 14:53; see also Psalter.
Love, substituted, CW’s doctrine of (Stout), 31:9;

Lucan, *Pharsalia*, DLS on (Marsden), 8:85.


Mackey, Aidan, tribute to (Mead), 25:1.

**MacDonald George,**
Animal magnetism and (Robb), 8:9;  
Atonement, his theology of (rev. Hein), 26:97;  
Byron, Lady, and (W.L. Howard), 32: 29-46;  
Carlyle, Thomas, and (Robb), 24:13;  
Chester’s assessment of, in two essays (Chesterton); 28: online; introduction to GKC’s essays (Gabelman), 28: online; about GKC’s portrait of (Gabelman), 28:27;  
Dreams in (Holbrook), 4:27; response (Triggs), 5:26; reply (Holbrook), 5:34;  
Faery (Lochhead), 3:63;  
Fantasy and transfiguration in (Pridmore), 20:49;  
Homes of, Bordighera (Reynolds), 12:2, “The Farm,” Huntley (unattrib.), 12:11;  
Influences of and on (rev. Trafton), 25:105;  
Intellectual conflicts, false, GMacD’s exposure of (rev. Neuhouser), 23:106;  
Lecture tour of North America in 1872-72, collection of work from (note, Evans at al), 26:116.  
Letters of, a portrait from (Hein), 7:5; edition of (rev. Webb), 11:107;  
Memorial to (K. MacDonald), 11:11;  
Novels of (Robb), 6:35; religious ideas in (Hein), 1:11; Scotch dialect in (McGillis), 2:44; modernising (Burnside), 9:117; heroism in (Robb), 24:13;  
Pain and suffering in the work of, and CSL (rev. Trexler), 25:102;  
Studies of, a survey of (Hein), 2:2;  
Symbolism in (Holbrook), 4:27; response (Triggs), 5:26; reply (Holbrook), 5:34;  
Symposium on (Kegler), 12:10;  
Theology of (rev. Johnson), 27:93;  
Unity of his work (rev. Prickett), 4:115.  

**WORKS:**  
*Alec Forbes of Howglen* and Scotland (rev. Manlove), 25:104;  
“The Day Boy and the Night Girl” (Gunther), 13:25;  
The *Diary of an Old Soul*, new edition (rev. Sayer), 12:117;  
*Lilith*, early reviews of (unattrib.), 12:19; study of (Spina), 12:23; manuscripts of (Hein), 14:45; influence of Jacob Boehme upon (Hayward), 16:55; influence of Dante upon (Johnson), 26:17; essays on, ed. Harriman (note, Evans at al), 26:116;  
‘Marshmallows’ books (rev. Arneson), 9:135;  

MacDonald, Ronald (seventh child of GMacD), in America (rev. Call), 27:112.

Marion E. Wade Center, see Wade Center.

Mary, the Blessed Virgin, CSL’s attitude to (rev. A. Cuneo), 21:101.

Mathematics in CSL (Neuhouser), 13:25.

Meaning, nature of, (Barfield) 2:32; in DLS and OB (Taylor), 3:49.


Melkor [fictitious character in JRRT] (Hibbs), 33:41

Metamorphosis in CSL’s Chronicles of Narnia (Huttar), 29:17.

Metaphor and symbol in CSL (Filmer), 7:61.

Metaphysical poetry, influence on CW (Barber), 20:67.

Milbanke, Annabella, see Lady Byron.


Mitchell, Christopher W., obituary (A. Schwartz), 31:4.

Modernism in Theology (Lewis), 34:71.

Modernity in GKC and Belloc (rev. I. Boyd), 5:114.

Moore, Maureen, see Dunbar, Lady.

Morris, William, and CSL (Boenig), 21:61.

Moynihan, Martin, obituary (Reynolds), 25:5

Music and DLS (Phemister), 10:59.


Myth, in GKC (Hetzler), 3:72; (Hein), 13:13; CSL’s views (Starr), 31:31.


Natural Law and CSL (rev. McGraw), 33: online, 3

Neuhouser, David, obituary (Root), 32:14

New York C.S. Lewis Society, 40th anniversary (news, Trexler), 26:11

Nott, Kathleen, The Emperor’s Clothes (1953), critique of (Webster), 2:11, response to (Sayers), 3:35; KN’s response to Webster’s critique, 3:19, and to DLS, 3:45; response re science and theology
(Peacocke), 4:8; open letter to, about truth (Taylor), 4:10.

Obituaries: Lucy Barfield (Hooper), 20:5; Owen Barfield (C. Mitchell), 15:6; Pauline Baynes (Berends), 25:9; Rev. Peter Bide (M. Ward), 20:6; James Brabazon (Reynolds), 25:8; Stratford Caldecott (Zaleski), 31:6; Humphrey Carpenter (Hanson), 22:5; Christopher Dean (C. Downing), 29:1; Lady Dunbar of Hempriggs (M. Ward), 14:5; Bruce L. Edwards (Root), 32:15; George Every (Horne), 20:7; David Gresham (Santamaria), 32:11; Alice Mary Hadfield (Horne), 11:5; Ralph E. Hone (Reynolds), 16:7; David Lavery (Hipolito) 33:5; Kathryn Lindskoog (Logsdon), 20:8; Joe H. McClatchey (R. King), 11:6; Christopher W. Mitchell (Schwartz), 31:4; David Neuhouse (Root), 32:14; William Raepher (Troup), 11:8; George Sayer (C. Mitchell), 22:6; Anne Scott (Root), 14:7; Mary McDermott Shideler (Dale), 17:7; Stephen Medcalf (Ashenden), 25:6; Martin Moynihan (Reynolds), 25:5; Barbara Reynolds (The Editors), 32:9; Ruth Spalding (Horne), 26:9; John J. Sullivan, K.S.G. (Mackey), 5:6; Graham Suter (Lambourne), 14:9; Jean Wakeman (The Editors), 27:5; Richard T. Webster (Reynolds), 22:8; Michael Stansby Williams (R. King), 17:11.

Old English, letter of CSL in, 32:18; introduction to (Musacchio), 32:19

Orthodox Christianity, Eastern, and DLS (C. Downing), 22:29.


Oxford, University of, JRRT’s teaching at (Ryan), 19:45.

Paganism in the 20th century (Lewis), 34:71

Paradox in GKC (Hein), 13:13.

Park, Dabney, unpublished letter from CSL to (Park), 33:18.

*Perelandra* (opera), re-premiere (news, Tonning), 26:10.

Philology in JRRT (Jeffrey), 1:47, as mythology (Ryan), 7:91.

Pitter, Ruth, cats in the poems of (D. King), 18:25; CSL and love poetry of (D. King), 22:61.


Plants, in JRRT’s Middle-earth (rev. Fink), 25:111.

Platonism in JRRT (Cox), 5:53.

Play-writing, DLS on (Ralph), 7:107.

Poems: (Barfield), 9:15; (Baumgaertner), 18:22; (Chesterton), 11:87; (C.S. Lewis), 15:73, 34:9; (Shaw), 19:11, 32:5.

Politics of CSL (Bray), 20:13-32.

Pride, in JRRT’s *Hobbit* (Davis), 31:79.


Publishing, CW’s theology of (Paulus), 34:57.

RAF (Royal Air Force), CSL’s wartime ministry to (B. Johnson), 30:67.
Race, in work of JRRT (rev. Bogstad), 28:109

Rabadash (character in CSL’s Horse and His Boy), metamorphosis of (Huttar), 29:17.

Raeper, William, obituary (Troup), 11:8.

Rationalism, CSL’s notes on (Fetherston), 9:87.

Reading, DLS’s view of (Willerton), 28:47.

Revelation (Barfield), 1:117.

Reynolds, Barbara, essays presented to (rev. L. Simmons), 21:112; tribute to (Mead), 24:1; obituary (The Editors), 32:9.


Sacramentalism in JRRT (rev. Wood), 32:116


Sayers, Dorothy L.,
Anglican liturgy, view of (unattrib.), 12:31, critiques of (Buchanan), 13:91, (Noll), 13:84; Anglo-catholicism and (Wehr), 33:7; Aristotle and (Sprague), 14:33; Award for detective fiction (unattrib., news), 13:12; Bibliography of (rev. Lee), 1:126; Biographies of, by Hone (rev. Reynolds), 2:126; by Brabazon (rev. Reynolds), 2:132; by Dale (rev. Reynolds), 2:147; by Reynolds (rev. E. James), 11:110; Cards, religious, her texts for four (L. Simmons), 24:53; Cats in the poems of (D. King), 18:25; Centenary, celebrations (news, Dean), 10:9; essays (rev. Dean), 11:109; Christian thought of, essays on (rev. Loades), 14:110; Companion volume to (rev. Scowcroft), 7:142; Creative reading (Willerton), 28:47; Cricket, view of (A. Lewis), 10:127; Critical essays on, by Hall (rev. Reynolds), 2:141; ed. Hannay (rev. Reynolds), 2:145; Criticism of detective fiction (Hone), 6:45; CSL and, their views of creativity and calling (Glyer), 21:31; Dante’s Beatrice and (Loades), 10:97; Economic issues and (Fletcher), 26:53; Education and, conference on (news, Dean), 11:17; English character of Peter Wimsey (rev. Dean), 18:107; Essays about, ed. Dean (rev. L. Simmons), 21:112; Feminism, nature of her (Loades), 10:97; Fiction, survey of her (P. D. James), 10:19; poetry in (Hone), 10:43; social history in (Scowcroft), 5:70; Americans in (Wacker), 12:93; advertising in (Fletcher), 32:81; Grandfather, memorial to her (Dean), 16:12; Jaeger, Muriel, friendship with (Reynolds), 17:47; Lambourne, Norah, friendship with (Dean); 23:47; Lucan, view of (Marsden), 8:85; Meaning and (Taylor), 3:49; Music and (Phemister), 10:59; Mystery and (Elliot), 2:81;
Nott, Kathleen, response to (Sayers), 3:35;
Orthodox (Eastern) Christianity and (C. Downing), 22:29;
Play about (rev. Reynolds), 13:97;
Play-writing, view of (Ralph), 7:107;
Projected popular book on Christian doctrine (Watson), 14:17;
Radio broadcasts during World War II (rev. Okholm), 27:117;
Reference guide to (rev. Lee), 4:19;
Religious experience (Mascall), 3:9;
Somersham Pageant of 1908, and (M.F. Smith) 28: 79;
Spiritual writings, selection of (rev. P. Ward), 13:107;
Statue unveiled at Witham (news, Reynolds), 11:19;
Survey of her work (rev. Simeone), 30:116;
Theological ideas in (rev. Spencer), 23:108.
Translator of La Chanson de Roland (Reynolds), 1:81;
Trinity, her theology of (rev. Fletcher), 27:114;
Victorian novels alluded to in her fiction (rev. Colón), 27:115
War and (Reynolds), 20:33;
Work, her theology of (rev. Orr-Ewing), 31:117; bibliography of her writings about (Fletcher), 26:

WORKS:

*Are Women Human?* [2003 edn.] (Downing), 24:87;
(with M. St Clare Byrne) *Busman’s Honeymoon* [play] (rev. Reynolds), 6:85;
*Catholic Tales and Christian Songs*, early views and reviews (Simpson), 20:93;
Dante’s *Divine Comedy*, trans. by (Reynolds), 16:3; and intellectual freedom (Reynolds), 19:17;
“Dante and His Daughter” (unfinished novel) (Manganiello), 17:79;
*The Days of Christ’s Coming* (L. Simmons), 24:53;
“The Dogma in the Manger,” reply to (Nott), 3:45;
*Further Papers on Dante* (rev. Bray), 25:107;
*Gaudy Night*, truth in (Marshall), 4:98; as university fiction (Stein), 10:31; play of (news, Mink), 23: 9;
   temperance in (Barta), 29:39;
*Introductory Papers on Dante* (rev. Bray), 25:107;
*Love All* (rev. Reynolds), 6:85, also 6:117;
   (rev. Manganiello), 17:105;
*The Man Born to be King* (Thurmer), 10:77; production of (news, Dean), 16:11;
The *Mind of the Maker*, meaning in (Taylor), 3:49; new ed. (rev. Thurmer), 11:112; correspondence with
   her son about (Thurmer), 16:73;
*The Nine Tailors*, fictitious church in (rev. C. Downing), 29:116; evidence for God in (Ruabicheck),
   31:95;
   21:110;
The *Poetry of Search and the Poetry of Statement* (rev. Bray), 25:107;
* Thrones, Dominations* (unfinished novel), completion by Jill Paton Walsh (J. Walsh), 14:87, (rev. Dale),
   16:102;
*The Song of Roland* (trans.), untitled article on (Reynolds), 1:85;
*The Story of Adam and Christ* (L. Simmons), 24:53;
*The Story of Noah’s Ark* (L. Simmons), 24:53;
*The Story of Easter* (L. Simmons), 24:53;
Where Do We Go From Here? [unpublished play] (Scowcroft), 9:83;
“Worship in the Anglican Church,” intro. to (unattrib.), 12:31; responses to (Buchanan), 13:91, (Noll),
   13:84; (Thurmer), 14:53;
*The Zeal of Thy House* (Siebald), 10:107.

Science, and theology (Peacocke), 4:8; CSL’s attitude to (Reichenbach), 4:14, response (Taylor), 5:7.


Scientism and CSL (rev. Price), 7:117.

Scott, Anne (friend of CW), obituary (Root), 14:7.

Scottish folk tradition and GMacD (Raepur), 11:63.

Self, psychology of, in GMacD’s *Phantastes* (Sutton), 5:9.

*Shadowlands* (film, about CSL), survey of views upon (Mead, et al), 11:23.


Shideler, Mary McDermott, obituary (Dale), 17:7.

Sin, in JRRT’s *Silmarillion* (Hibbs), 33:41.

Smith, Adam, *Theory of Moral Sentiments* (1759), and GKC (Waszek), 7:21.

Social history in DLS’s detective fiction (Scowcroft), 5:70.

Social reform in GKC (Conlon), 9:29.

Somersham Pageant of 1908, and DLS (M.F. Smith) 28: 79.

*Song of Roland, The*, see *Chanson de Roland*.

Sorrow, in JRRT’s “Ainulindalë” (Elam), 28:61

Spalding (O’Brien), Ruth, obituary (Horne), 26:7.

Spenser, Edmund, influence upon the “Chronicles of Narnia” (rev. Milward), 26:112.

Sport, and Christmas (Chesterton), 14:94.

Stoicism, influence upon CSL’s *Till We Have Faces* (D. Sullivan), 26:40.

Strand Magazine, and CSL (Heck and Marsh), 34: 51.

Strawson, P.F., and CSL (Talbot), 23:81.


Suter, Graham (friend of DLS), obituary (Lambourne), 14:9.

Swann, Donald (Phemister), 13:65.

Sympathy in GKC and Adam Smith (Waszek), 7:21.
Temperance in DLS’s *Gaudy Night* (Barta), 29:39.

Temptation in DLS and T.S. Eliot (Siebald), 10:107.

Theism, CSL’s arguments for (Talbot), 23:81; CSL’s conversion to (Lewis), 30:13.

Theosophical ideas, in OB and CSL (rev. Feinendegen), 24:93


**Tolkien, J.R.R.**

Age, representations of in (Edmonds), 9:67;

Barfield’s influence upon (Medcalf), 16:31;

Biography of, by Zettersten (rev. Rateliff), 29:120; by Edwards (rev. Wood), 32:118;


Celtic influences (Ryan), 9:57;

Chaucer and (Hawkins), 23:59;

Chesterton’s influence upon (Egan), 4:45;

Cultural history in Middle-earth (rev. Bogstad), 28:109;

Eagles in (Hawkings), 23:59;

Elves, development of (rev. Bogstad), 28:109;

Environmentalism in works of (rev. Veldman), 24:116;

Esperanto and (Smith and Wynne), 17:27;


Faery in (rev. Wood), 16:115;

Fear and horror in works of (note, Evans at al), 26:116;

Fall, the, and heroism in (rev. Lazo), 21:116;

Fantasy genre, relationship to (rev. Hartley), 23:112;

Holiness in works of (rev. Wood), 32:116;

Humour in the works of (rev. Monahan), 34: online, 9;

As illustrator (rev. Lister), 13:110;

Introduction to works of (rev. M. Foster), 23:109;

Kilby on (Rateliff), 27:45;

Language, religious aspects (Zimmer), 12:65;

Lexicography and (rev. Tankard), 26:107;

Linguistic and aesthetic theory (rev. Hostetter), 26:100;

Literary and cultural values in (rev. D. Anderson), 22:114;

Medieval influences (rev. Lasseter), 23:115; in *The Hobbit* (Davis), 31:79;


Music in Middle-earth (rev. Saylor), 28:117;

Myth, his use of (rev. Lasseter), 23:115;


Philology as mythology in (Ryan), 7:91;

Platonism in (Cox), 5:53; and 6:117;

As philologist (Jeffrey), 1:47;

Reminiscence of (Kilby), 27:61;

Sauron (Hood), 8:59;

Scholarship of, its influence on his fiction (rev. Rateliff), 29:120;

Sorrow in “Ainulindalë” (Elam), 28:61;

Spiritual vision of (rev. Duriez), 22:112;
Studies of, a survey of (Howison), 2:5;
Survey of books about (Duriez), 20:105;
Teaching his works (rev. Beitler), 33: online, 7;
University teaching of (Ryan), 19:45;
Welsh influence on (rev. Hostetter), 29:118;
World War I and (rev. Birzer), 22:110;
WORKS:
“Ainulindalë,” sorrow in (Elam), 28:61;
The Fall of Arthur, ed. C. Tolkien (rev. Olsen), 31:120;
The Hobbit, medieval rhetoric in (Davis), 31:79; ed. Douglas A. Anderson as The Annotated Hobbit—rev’d edn. (rev. West), 21:114;
“The Homecoming of Beorhtnoth Beorhthelm’s Son,” pride in (Davis), 31:79; critique of heroism in (Bunting), 34:31;
Letters from Father Christmas, ed. B. Tolkien (rev. Bratman), 17:113;
Letters of JRRT, ed. Carpenter (rev. Egan), 4:119;
Morgoth’s Ring, ed. C. Tolkien (rev. Scull), 11:114;
On Fairy Stories,” essays on (rev. Scandrett), 26:105;
The Peoples of Middle-earth, ed. C. Tolkien (rev. Ryan), 14:114;
Poems and Stories (rev. Scull), 11:114;
Roverandom, ed. Scull and Hammond (rev. M. Foster), 16:110;
The Road Goes Ever On, with Donald Swann (Phemister), 13:65;
Shorter works, essays about (note, Evans at al), 26:116.
The Silmarillion, ed. C. Tolkien (rev. Egan), 4:117; evil in (Egan), 6:79; introduction to (Kilby), 19:93; construction of (note, Evans at al), 26:116; sin as depicted in (Hibbs), 33:41

Tolkien Conference at Marquette University, 2004 (news, M. Foster), 21:10.

Transfiguration in GMacD’s fantasies (Pridmore), 20: 49-65.

Translation of medieval verse (Sayers), 1:85.

Translations of Tolkien’s works, a study of (rev. Bratman), 22:118.

Triggs, Kathy, “Worlds Apart: The Importance of Double Vision for MacDonald Criticism” in Seven 5 (1984), reply to (Holbrook), 5:34.

Trinity, DLS’s analogy of (Thurmer), 16:73.

Truth, nature of (Taylor), 4:10; DLS’s Gaudy Night as an investigation of (Marshall), 4:98.

Types, Human, in GKC (P. Mitchell), 31:63.

Ulster, in fiction of CSL (Downing and Johnson), 28: 5.
University detective fiction (Stein), 10:31.

Vocation in the work of DLS (Fletcher), 26:53.

Wade Center, Wheaton College, 30th anniversary of (C. Mitchell, news), 12:13; (news, unattrib.), 16:13; photos of construction of (unattrib.), 17:13; dedication of new building (C. Mitchell, J. Williams, Jones, Culshaw, Reynolds, Baumgaertner), 18:5; poem for 50th anniversary (Shaw, 32:5); appointment of new co-directors (unattrib.), 34:7.

Wade, Marion E., Chair of Christian Thought (unattrib., news), 23:5.

Waite, A. E., and CW (Brewer), 4:54.

Wakeman, Jean, obituary (The Editors), 27:5.

Wales, language and literature of, influence on JRRT (rev. Hostetter), 29:118.

Walsh, Jill Paton, and DLS, Thrones, Dominations (rev. Dale), 16:102; writing of (J. Walsh), 14:87.

War, and GKC (rev. Kincaid), 26:91; and DLS (Reynolds), 20:33.

War narrative, JRRT’s Lord of the Rings as (Murnane), 29:5.


Ward, Michael, Planet Narnia, response to (Barrett), 27: online.

Webster, Richard, “The Emperor Clothed and in his Right Mind?” (Seven, v. 2), Kathleen Nott’s reply to, 3:19; response to (Peacocke), 4:8; obituary (Reynolds), 22:8.


**Williams, Charles W.S.,**

Alchemy in the work of (Ashenden), 18: 51; (rev. Horne), 25:87;

Anthology of (rev. Huttar), 12:119;

Arthurian poetry of, introduction to (Hadfield), 1:62; incarnationalism in (Andriote), 6:73;

Arthurian tradition, CW and (McClatchey), 11:51;

Barfield, Owen, mutual influences between (Dunning), 21:11;

Biography of, by Hadfield (rev. Medcalf), 8:97; by Lindop (rev. Topolewski), 33: online, 9;

Centenary of (Huttar), 9:7;

Critical essays on, ed. Huttar and Schakel (rev. Schwartz), 14:116;

Early poetry, existentialism in (D. Edwards), 8:43;

Eros in (J. Simmons), 21:83;


Holy Grail in works of (rev. Topolewski), 32: online;

Introduction to (Topolewski), 12:49;

Influence on T.S. Eliot (Bray), 14:59;

Influence on W.H. Auden (C. Bruce), 16:15;
Kierkegaardian reading of (rev. Perrin), 18:113;
Letters to his wife (rev. Howard), 19:119;
Literary criticism of (Horne), 3:83;
Novels, study of (rev. Horne), 5:114; city in, and T.S. Eliot (Keesee), 9:47;
Publishing, his theology of (Paulus), 34: 57;
Romantic imagery in Taliessin poems (Barber), 20:67;
Studies of, a survey of (McClatchey), 2:7;
Theology in poetry (rev. Horne), 5:106;
Waite, A.E., and (Brewer), 4:54.

WORKS:
The Chapel of the Thorn, ed. Higgins (rev. Bray), 33:121
Descent into Hell, influence of Dante upon (Johnson), 26:17; substituted love in (Stout), 31:9;
   individualism in (Avery), 32:69
The Greater Trumps (Huttar), 4:68;
The Masques of Amen House (Paulus), 34:57;
Taliessin poems (Barber), 20:67;
Taliessin Through Logres (McClatchey), 2:100;
Thomas Cranmer of Canterbury (Dixon), 5:35;

Williams, Charles, Society (Topolewski, news), 12:12.


Williams, Michael Stansby (son of CW), obituary (R. King), 17:11.


Worlds, multiple, in CSL’s Chronicles of Narnia (Murrin), 3:93.

Worship, Christian, see Liturgy, and Psalter.